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Annual IBSi NeoChallenger Banking Awards  
Frequently Asked Questions | IBSi Responses & Clarifications 
 

1. What are the Annual IBSi NeoChallenger Banking Awards? 
Neo Banks and Challenger Banks are transforming the financial industry. As a recognition of this 

transformation, the Annual IBSi NeoChallenger Banking Awards seek to identify and honour 

technology players and banks for their excellence in driving impact through Banking Technology 

implementations and innovations. The Annual IBSi NeoChallenger Banking Awards are in its launch 

year and will celebrate the coolest in NeoChallenger banks globally. IBS Intelligence invites solution 

providers, service providers, and banks/FIs to showcase their excellence in project delivery and 

innovation at any NeoChallenger bank.  

 

This year, the IBSi NeoChallenger Banking Awards will recognize the projects around the world that 

are most innovative, highly impactful, and the best in consumer experience. Categories for the Annual 

IBSi NeoChallenger Banking Awards are under: 

Annual IBSi NeoChallenger Banking Awards 

(Recognizing excellence in implementation of technology in Neo & Challenger banking areas) 

A. Digital Arm of a Traditional Bank 
I. Customer Experience 

II. Innovation in Offering 

III. Overall Impact 

 

B. Pure Play NeoChallenger Bank 
I. Customer Experience 

II. Innovation in Offering 

III. Overall Impact 

2. Is participation in these Awards, paid? 
No, there is no cost attached the participating in the Annual IBSI NeoChallenger Banking Awards 

3. Who can send in the nomination for the IBSI Global NeoChallenger Bank Awards? 
Any entity whether it is a solution provider, service provider, or a NeoChallenger Bank/FI can send in 

nominations in the categories listed above. The only criteria for submission is the project/proof of 

concept is implemented at a NeoChallenger bank and that the project/Proof of Concept must have 

gone live before June 2021 

4. Can one participant send in multiple nominations? 
Yes, there is no limit to the number of nominations one institution can send. However, each 

nomination has to be a separate application 

5. Can the same Financial Institution be nominated for multiple categories? 
The Annual IBSi NeoChallenger Banking Awards recognise innovative and impactful projects. On 

many occasions, there can be multiple projects running in parallel at a particular Financial 

Institution. Hence there is no restriction on the same Financial Institution being nominated for 

multiple categories 
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6. Will IBSi contact the customers mentioned in the submission? 
The Annual IBSi NeoChallenger Banking Awards jury will evaluate the quality and nature of 

submissions made. The panel would make an informed decision on the banks that need to be 

contacted for necessary validations and/or confirmations. This would be determined, among other 

factors, based on the supporting documentation provided, information validated in the public 

domain as well as the existing knowledge base with IBSi. The panel reserves the right to contact the 

banks quoted in supplier submissions. In any case, please note that the IBSi team would keep the 

supplier informed before formally connecting with the relevant contact person at the bank, as 

referred in the submission details. 

7. What will be the criteria for evaluating nominations? 
The nominations will be adjudged by the jury, based on industry-leading criteria. Some of the typical 
criteria for evaluation are listed below: 
 

Annual IBSi NeoChallenger Banking Awards Evaluation Criteria  

a. Originality and Simplicity 
b. Best Practice & Tools Adopted 
c. Innovation in Offering 
d. Customer Experience 
e. Overall Impact 

 

8. Will IBSi use the information provided in the submission form for any of its publications? 
IBS Intelligence reserves the right to use the information to analyse key trends, develop content, and 
publish it in the form of Journal articles and/or Case Studies 


